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Abstract. Information extraction tasks are particularly challenging in specific con-
texts such as the legal domain. In this paper, Named Entity Recognition is used to
make legal texts more accessible to domain experts and laymen. This paper focuses
on extracting law references and citations of court decisions, which occur in var-
ious syntactic formats. To investigate this task a reference data set is constructed
from a large collection of German court decisions and different NER-techniques are
compared. Pattern matching, probabilistic sequence labeling (CRF), Deep Learn-
ing (BiLSTM) and transfer learning using a pretrained language model (BERT) are
applied to extract references to laws and court decisions. The results show that the
BERT based approach achieves F1 scores around 0.98 for both tasks and outper-
forms methods from prior work, which achieve F1 scores of 0.89 (CRF for law
references) respectively 0.82 (CRF for court decisions) on the same data set.
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1. Introduction

Lawyers search for laws and past decisions in each new case, either to estimate a possible
outcome or to use them as arguments or counter-arguments. “Search” implies the recog-
nition of entities in the form of norms and decisions, either manually or automatically.
Due to the large amount as well as the structure and complexity of the data available,
exploring and manual recognition are complex and time consuming [1].

Named Entity Recognition (NER) systematically extracts semantic document fea-
tures in order to support downstream tasks such as information retrieval. NER is not a
simple task and is a research area of several AI disciplines, e.g. [2,3]. Legal texts and text
documents in general contain a multitude of references to external entities, which pro-
vide important background information. These references can be used to define semantic
and machine understandable representations of documents.
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Beyond common entity types such as person, location or organization which can
be extracted using many general purpose NER approaches, citations and references to
court decisions, laws, regulations and legal literature are of particular importance in
the legal domain. Although these references generally follow certain syntactic rules, in
practice, a variety of deviating formats are encountered. Additionally, these references
contain many special characters and abbreviations, which further complicates algorith-
mic NER. The following text fragment from a German court decision contains a refer-
ence to a law and two different court decisions:

”(...) ist eine solche Entscheidung des erkennenden Gerichts gemäß
§ 238 Abs. 2 StPO herbeizuführen (BGH, Beschlüsse vom 14. Dezember 2010 - 1 StR 422/10,
StV 2011, 458; vom 9. November 2017 - 1 StR 554/16).”

The ability to automatically recognize and resolve such references enables more
efficient information retrieval systems. These features improve accessibility by providing
links and context information and more specific queries by exploiting semantic context.
Furthermore, citation graphs can be used to identify documents of special importance
using ranking algorithms.

The described applications require three steps: (1) the automatic recognition of ref-
erences, (2) the separation of these references into fragments and identifiers and (3) the
lookup of the references in a knowledge base. This paper focuses on the automatic recog-
nition of references to laws and court decisions.

A data set for these two tasks is constructed from German court decisions and dif-
ferent NER approaches are compared. The approaches include pattern matching, proba-
bilistic sequence labeling using conditional random fields (CRF) [4], deep learning using
bidirectional LSTMs (BiLSTM) [5] and transfer learning based on a pretrained multitask
language model (BERT) [6].

2. Related Work

NER efforts in the legal domain range from automatically identifying legal parties in
court files, sometimes used to automate anonymization preceding publication in order
to comply with data privacy standards [7,8], to using NER to build ontologies [9,10], to
automatically annotate legal documents [11]. These applications rely on the recognition
of common named entities such as person, location, organization.

Other types of applications, e.g. those trying to build citation graphs of legal doc-
uments in order to find legal precedent and other connected material [12,13,14,15,16]
or those automating summaries of legal texts [17], consider additional entities, namely
cross references to legal norms and regulations, court decisions and legal literature.

[18] applied different legal sentence classes to investigate the applicability of ma-
chine learning to different document types, while [19] considered legal contracts from
German legal data and provided software for legal entity linking and extraction; they em-
ployed a two-stage process using NER and NED (Named Entity Disambiguation). Their
best performance for NER reached an F1 score of 92%.

[20] also deals with the extraction of general legal named entities (not including
citations) from German legal documents and achieved better performance by using BERT
models.
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[21] demonstrated on Canadian documents that the use of context might improve
results further.

[12] focused on legal cross references. They used data from Luxembourg and ex-
tracted references using complex regular expressions. [22] defined a set of semantic
classes and applied sequence labeling to evaluate a number of classifier models. They
used approaches based on CRF and BiLSTM.

The approach described in section 3 builds on results from [22] and uses similar
methods. This paper considers additional data sources and approaches based on pre-
trained language models.

3. Methodology
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Figure 1. Overview of the Methodology

The detection and extraction of citations of law texts and court decisions can be
modeled as a NER task. Two data sets, one for each NER task, were constructed. The
extraction of these citations is approached using pattern matching, conditional random
fields, bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory Networks and finally, transfer learning
with BERT. Figure 1 summarizes the workflow used to compare these methods.

To construct a benchmark data set Open Legal Data 7 was used. For both reference
types 100 documents from 2019 were randomly selected. and cleaned from their HTML
encoding. The two data sets were then manually annotated using Docanno8. The resulting
data sets include 3.018 law references and 1.297 citations of decisions.

The annotated data sets were converted into the CoNLL 2002 format with its
BIO scheme. Each data set contains a single class - GS (Gesetz=law) and RS (Recht-
sprechung=court decision) respectively. For the citations of court decisions an additional
more detailed annotation was created. It includes subclasses for file reference number,
date and print source, which are easily identifiable using regular expressions. Table 1
illustrates both annotations.

7https://static.openlegaldata.io/dumps/de/2020-12-10/cases.jsonl.gz
8https://github.com/doccano/doccano
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Table 1. CoNLL 2002: Example of the BIO-schemes for references to court decisions

BIO Detailed BIO BIO Detailed BIO

Beschluss B-RS BGH, B-RS StR I-RS 4 I-RS-AZ
vom I-RS Urteil I-RS 124/16, I-RS StR I-RS-AZ
23. I-RS vom I-RS JurionRS I-RS 421/00, I-RS-AZ
August I-RS 22. I-RS-DT 2016, I-RS NJW I-RS-FS
2016 I-RS Februar I-RS-DT 26140 I-RS 2001, I-RS-FS
- I-RS 2001 I-RS-DT III. O 1874, I-RS-FS
2 I-RS - I-RS 27 O 1876 I-RS-FS

Both types of references follow fairly specific rules, which make a pattern match-
ing approach promising. In practice it is more challenging than anticipated to cover all
the variations, e.g. the version of the text is quoted or not, variing levels of hierarchy of
the referenced text and so on. Our attempt to define a rule set to extract law references
using the language processing toolkit Spacy9 resulted in 34 different patterns. Detecting
citations of court decisions was also attempted using pattern matching. Parts of the ref-
erences to court decisions (date of the decision, file reference number, print publication)
follow clear syntactic patterns and can be reliably identified. However, not all citations
include these features, since citations may be incomplete, referring to full citations men-
tioned earlier, or may be arranged differently. These are incompletely or not detected.

CRFs and BiLSTMs are machine learning approaches to perform NER. [22] has
already shown that these approaches can solve the NER task studied in this paper. For the
law reference extraction task, CRF and BiLSTM trained on the LER corpus 10 as used
by [22] have been used. These results were compared to a CRF model trained on the data
set described above. For the decision citation task, the pretrained BiLSTM model was
compared to two CRF models trained on the data set described above. One was trained
on the shorter BIO annotations and one on the more detailed BIO annotation.

Finally, a BERT-model was used for both tasks: The pretrained bert-base-german-
cased model from huggingface11 was fine-tuned on the data sets for both NER tasks as
described in [6]. During fine-tuning the token representations generated by BERT are fed
into an output layer for sequence tagging and the resulting network is trained. We used
20 epochs and a batch size of 16 for this process.

4. Results and Discussion

The results for both tasks are summarized in Table 2. A simple pattern matching approach
achieves F1 of 83.24 % for the law reference detection task. Results using a pretrained
CRF are in a similar range and a CRF trained on the training portion of the presented
data set increases F1 to 89.44 %. This increase of performance can be attributed to better
generalisation due to a better data set coverage. BiLSTM achieves worse results due to a
high number of false positives. By far the best results are achieved using BERT (F1 score
of 98.82 %).

9https://spacy.io/
10https://github.com/elenanereiss/Legal-Entity-Recognition
11https://huggingface.co/bert-base-german-cased
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Table 2. Extraction Results of the compared approaches

Approach Law References References to Court Decisions
Precision Recall F1 Score Precision Recall F1 Score

Pattern Matching 83.53 % 82.94 % 83.24 % - - -

Pretrained CRF 84.88 % 78.78 % 81.72 % - - -

CRF 89.94 % 88.90 % 89.44 % - - -

CRF: BIO - - - 86.29 % 77.54 % 81.68 %

CRF: Detailed BIO - - - 81.36 % 72.73 % 76.80 %

Pretrained BiLSTM 24.7 % 76 % 37.34 % 73.97 % 73.09 % 74.24 %

Fine-tuned BERT 98.53 % 99.11 % 98.82 % 96.92 % 98.26 % 97.58 %

The extraction of decision citations using pattern matching did not prove promising
and was not further pursued. The pretrained BiLSTM achieved acceptable results (F1
74.24 %). A CRF trained on the data set improved F1 to 81.68 %. The use of a more
detailed annotation scheme did not yield improved performance. The best results were
also obtained using a BERT. The model achieved a F1 score of 96.19 %.

The data set presented covers more variations, e.g. it includes references to Euro-
pean court decisions, but has a lower number of samples than the data set used for the
pretrained models. Despite the low number of samples CRF achieved performance com-
parable or superior to a pattern matching approach. By far the best performance for both
tasks was achieved by BERT, since transfer learning approaches are especially suited for
problems with limited but diverse data.

5. Conclusion

Legal references are specialised entities relevant to the specific domain of legal texts.
Standard NER approaches, such as the work of Glaser [19], focus on more common
entities like Location, Organisation and so on. The results for these common entities
are not comparable to the results of domain specific entities such as references to legal
documents. Using specialized NER approaches has the potential to achieve more reliable
solutions.

NER helps to semantically enrich legal documents. A reliable automation of this
task enables more sophisticated information systems. The obtained results suggest that
a reliable solution may be accomplished by extending existing data sets and considering
transfer learning methods which have proven successful for similar tasks.
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